We prove that homotopy invariants of finite degree distinguish homotopy classes of maps of a connected compact CW-complex to a nilpotent connected CW-complex with finitely generated homotopy groups. § 1. Introduction N = {0, 1, . . . }. Space means "pointed topological space". CW-complexes are also pointed (the basepoint being a vertex). Map means "basepoint preserving continuous map". Homotopies, the notation [X, Y ], etc. are to be understood in the pointed sense.
Invariants of finite degree. Let X and Y be spaces, V be an abelian group, and f : [X, Y ] → V be a function (a homotopy invariant). Let us define a number Deg f ∈ N ∪ {∞}, the degree of f . Given a map a : X → Y and a number r ∈ N, we have the map a r : X r → Y r (the Cartesian power), which induces the homomorphism C 0 (a r ) : C 0 (X r ) → C 0 (Y r ) between the groups of (unreduced) zero-dimensional chains with the coefficients in Z. Let the inequality Deg f r be equivalent to the existence of a homomorphism l : Hom(C 0 (X r ), C 0 (Y r )) → V such that f ([a]) = l(C 0 (a r )) for all maps a : X → Y . As one easily sees, Deg f is well defined by this condition. Finite-degree invariants are those of finite degree.
Main results.
1.1. Theorem. Let X be a connected compact CW-complex, Y be a nilpotent connected CW-complex with finitely generated homotopy groups, and u 1 , u 2 ∈ [X, Y ] be distinct classes. Then, for some prime p, there exists a finite-degree invariant f : [X, Y ] → Z p such that f (u 1 ) = f (u 2 ).
Related facts were known for certain cases where [X, Y ] is an abelian group [10, 11] . Theorem 1.1 follows (see § 11) from a result of Bousfield-Kan and Theorem 1.2.
We call a group p-finite (for a prime p) if it is finite and its order is a power of p.
1.2. Theorem. Let p be a prime, X be a compact CW-complex, and Y be a connected CW-complex with p-finite homotopy groups. Then every invariant f : [X, Y ] → Z p has finite degree. . The classes u(q), q ∈ Z, are pairwise distinct; moreover, the classesū(q), q ∈ Z, are pairwise distinct (the proof is omitted).
Is it true that, under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1, there must exist an r ∈ N such that the elements of [X, Y ] are distinguished by invariants of degree at most r? No, as the following claim shows.
1.5.
Let V be an abelian group and f : [S n−1 × S n , S n ] → V be an invariant of degree at most r ∈ N. Then f (u(q)) = f (u(0)) whenever r! | q.
The following claim shows the importance of the assumption of Theorem 1.1 that Y has finitely generated homotopy groups.
1.6. Let V be an abelian group and f : [S n−1 × S n , S n Q ] → V be an invariant of finite degree. Then f (ū(q)) = f (ū(0)), q ∈ Z.
The following claim shows that, under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1, finite-degree invariants taking values in Q may not distinguish rationally distinct homotopy classes.
Lat f : [S
n−1 ×S n , S n ] → Q be an invariant of finite degree. Then f (u(q)) = f (u(0)), q ∈ Z.
Elusive elements of
here ⌊u⌋ denotes the basic element corresponding to u). Is it true that, under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1, for any non-zero element w ∈ H 0 (Y X ) there exist an abelian group V and a finite-degree invariant f : [X, Y ] → V such that + f (w) = 0? No, as the following claim shows.
1.8. Take n > 1. Let Y be a space and u 1 , u 2 ∈ π n (Y ) be elements of coprime finite orders. Put w = ⌊u 1 + u 2 ⌋ − ⌊u 1 ⌋ − ⌊u 2 ⌋ + ⌊0⌋. Let V be an abelian group and f : π n (Y ) → V be an invariant of finite degree. Then + f (w) = 0.
This follows from Lemmas 12.2 and 3.8.
If the group π n (Y ) is torsion and divisible, then the same is true for any elements u 1 , u 2 ∈ π n (Y ) (this follows from Lemmas 12.2 and 3.9). In this case, π n (Y ) cannot be finitely generated (without being zero). In return, Y can be p-local, e. g. Y = K(P, n) (the Eilenberg-MacLane space) for
. Preliminaries
We say crew for "pointed set" and archism for "basepoint preserving function". We use the standard model structure on the category of simplicial crews (and archisms) [7, Corollary 3.6.6] . The words fibration, cofibration, etc. refer to it. A fibring simplicial archism is a fibration. An isotypical simplicial archism, or an isotypy, is a weak equivalence. Isotypic simplicial crews are weakly equivalent ones.
An abelian group is a crew (the basepoint being 0); a simplicial abelian group is a simplicial crew.
We call a simplicial crew T compact if it is generated by a finite number of simplices, and gradual if the crews T q , q ∈ N, are finite.
For simplicial crews K and T , we have a simplicial crew T K , the function object (denoted hom
We use this notation in the topological case as well.
The sign ∼ denotes the homotopy relation; the sign ≃ denotes the homotopy eqivalence of spaces.
Main homomorphisms. By default, chains and homology have coefficients in a commutative ring R; Hom = Hom R . (In § 1, we had R = Z implicitly.)
For spaces X and Y , define R-homomorphisms
We have the projection R-homomorphism
For simplicial crews K and T , define R-homomorphisms
Here ⌊b⌋ is the basic chain corresponding to a simplex b ∈ (T K ) 0 , i. e. a simplicial archism b :
is the induced R-homomorphism of graded R-modules of chains; Hom 0 denotes the R-module of grading-preserving R-homomorphisms. We have the projection R-homomorphism § 3. Group algebras and gentle functions Let R⌊G⌋ denote the group R-algebra of a group G. An element g ∈ G has the corresponding basic element ⌊g⌋ ∈ R⌊G⌋. The augmentation ideal ⌉R⌊G⌋ ⊆ R⌊G⌋ is the kernel of the R-homomorphism R⌊G⌋ → R, ⌊g⌋ → 1. The ideal ⌉R⌊G⌋ s (s > 0) is R-generated by elements of the form (1 − ⌊g 1 ⌋) . . . (1 − ⌊g s ⌋). Let V be an abelian group. A function f : G → V gives rise to the homomorphism
We call f r-gentle if + f | ⌉Z⌊G⌋ r+1 = 0, and gentle (or polynomial ) if it is r-gentle for some r ∈ N [9, Ch. V].
Let p be a prime.
3.2. Corollary. Let U and V be Z p -modules. If U is finite, then every function f : U → V is gentle. A function f : U → V between abelian groups induces the R-homomorphism f R : R⌊U ⌋ → R⌊V ⌋, ⌊u⌋ → ⌊f (u)⌋.
3.4. Corollary. Let U and V be abelian groups and f : U → V be an r-gentle (r ∈ N) function. Then, for any s ∈ N, the R-homomorphism f R maps the ideal ⌉R⌊U ⌋ rs+1 to the ideal ⌉R⌊V ⌋ s+1 .
3.5. Lemma. Let I be a set. For each i ∈ I, let U i and V i be abelian groups and f i : U i → V i be an r-gentle (r ∈ N) function. The the function i∈I f i :
is r-gentle.
The following claims are used only in discussion of the examples of § 1, not in the proof of the main results.
3.6. Lemma. Let G be a perfect group and V be an abelian group. Then any gentle function f : G → V is constant.
This follows from [9, Ch. III, Corollary 1.3].
3.7. Let U be an abelian group isomorphic to Z 2 , J : U → U be an automorphism of order 6, V be an abelian group, and f : U → V be a gentle function. Suppose that the function
The proof is omitted.
3.8. Lemma. Let U and V be abelian groups, f : U → V be a gentle function, and u 1 , u 2 ∈ U be elements of coprime finite orders. Then
3.9. Lemma. Let U be a divisible torsion abelian group, and V be an abelian group. Then every gentle function f : U → V is 1-gentle.
3.10. Lemma. Let G and H be groups. Then the ideal ⌉R⌊G × H⌋ s (s > 1) is R-generated by elements of the form
3.11. Lemma. A function F : Z → Q is r-gentle (r ∈ N) if and only if it is given by a polynomial of degree at most r. § 4. Keys of a commutative square Let E be a commutative ring. Consider the diagram of simplicial E-modules and E-homomorphisms
where the square is commutative:
The pair (t ′ , t ′′ ) is called a half-key in this case.
be a commutative square of simplicial E-modules and E-homomorphisms with a half-key, T be a simplicial crew, and
Lemma. Consider a commutative diagram of simplicial E-modules and E-homomorphisms
Suppose that its rows are split exact and h has a sector. Then the left-hand square has a key.
Proof. Let (k, l) and (k,l) (see the diagram below) be splittings:
and s be a sector:
Lemma. Let L and M be simplicial crews, j : L → M be an isotypical cofibration, and Q be a fibrant simplicial crew. Then
4.4. Lemma. Let Q and R be simplicial crews, c : Q → R be a fibration, and N be a simplicial crew isotypic to a point. Then c N :
4.5. Lemma. Suppose that E is a field. Let V and W be simplicial E-modules and f : W → V be an isotypical fibring simplicial E-homomorphism. Then f has a sector.
Lemma.
Suppose that E is a field. Let L and M be simplicial crews, j : L → M be an isotypical cofibration, Q and R be simplicial E-modules, and c : Q → R be a fibring simplicial E-homomorphism. Then the commutative square
Proof. Consider the (strictly) cofibration sequence
Since j is isotypical, the simplicial crew N is isotypic to a point. We have the following diagram of simplicial E-modules and E-homomorphisms:
We show that the rows are split exact. Consider the upper row. Obviously, it is exact in the middle and the right-hand terms. Q is fibrant since it is a simplicial abelian group. By Lemma 4.3, Q j is an isotypical fibration. By Lemma 4.5, Q j has a sector. Therefore, the upper row is split exact. The same is true for the lower row. By Lemma 4.4, c N is an isotypical fibration. By Lemma 4.5, c N has a sector. By Lemma 4.2, the desired key exists. § 5. Quasisimplicial archisms
LetsAr(K, L) denote the crew of quasisimplicial archisms and sAr(K, L) denote the subcrew of simplicial ones.
A quasisimplicial archism f : U V between simplicial abelian groups is r-gentle if the archisms f q : U q → V q are r-gentle. 
We call T m-soluble if, for any q, the archism T (m, q) is injective.
5.1. Lemma. Let T be a gradual simplicial crew, U be a gradual simplicial
: T → U be a cofibration, and k : T → R be a simplicial archism. Then, for some r ∈ N, there exists an r-gentle quasisimplicial archism w :
By Lemma 3.5, the archism v
[m|q] is r-gentle. Since the Z p -homomorphism
Using the diagram, we get w q • d q = k q .
Lemma.
Let M be a simplicial crew, U and V be simplicial abeliam groups, and t : U V be an r-gentle (r ∈ N) quasisimplicial archism. Then
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.5 because of the commutative diagram
where
5.3. Lemma. Let M and T be simplicial crews, U and R be simplicial Z pmodules, d : T → U and k : T → R be simplicial archisms, and w : U R be an r-gentle (r ∈ N) quasisimplicial archism such that w • d = k. Then there exists an r-gentle quasisimplicial archism z :
Using the diagram, we get
. Harmonic cofibrations
Let T be a simplicial crew and U be a simplicial abelian group. A cofibration d : T → U is called r-harmonic (r ∈ N) if, for any compact simplicial crews L and M and any isotypical cofibration j : L → M , there exist a simplicial archism
A cofibration is harmonic if it is r-harmonic for some r ∈ N.
By the height of a 0-connected space Y we mean the supremum of those q ∈ N for which π q (Y ) = 1 (the supremum of the empty set is 0). 
We assume (as an induction hypothesis) that there are gradual simplicial crewT with |T | ≃Ȳ , gradual simplicial Z p -moduleŪ , and r-harmonic (r 1) cofibrationd :T →Ū .
Let R be a gradual (n+1)-soluble simplicial Z p -module with |R| ≃ K(Z p , n+ 1), Q be a gradual simplicial Z p -module isotypic to a point, and c : Q → R be a fibring simplicial Z p -homomorphism (see [3] ). There is a Cartesian square of simplicial crews and archisms 
Sinced is r-harmonic, there are a simplicial archism x :T L →T M and an r-gentle quasisimplicial archismȳ :
We have the commutative square of simplicial Z p -modules and Z p -homomorphisms with a half-key
(the half-key exists by Lemma 4.6). We have the simplicial archism
This is possible because the square is Cartesian and the conditions are compatible:
We have the quasisimplicial archism
By Lemma 3.3, it is rs-gentle.
Define the desired y by the conditions a
This is possible because (a
(The straight arrows of this diagram form a commutative subdiagram.) § 7. Two filtrations of the module C 0 (U K ) 7.1. Lemma. Let U i , i ∈ I, be a finite collection of abelian groups. Put
and U = U I . Let p J : U → U J be the projections. Then for any r ∈ N J⊆I : |J| r
in the R-algebra R⌊U ⌋.
We assume |I| > r (otherwise, the assertion is trivial). For u ∈ U , we have (cf. 
It follows that for w ∈ R⌊U ⌋ we have
then, using that ker(p J ) R = ker(q J ) R , we get w ∈ ⌉R⌊U ⌋ r+1 .
For a simplicial abelian group V , the module C 0 (V ) = R⌊V 0 ⌋ has the filtration
7.2. Corollary. Let K be a compact simplicial crew, E be a field, U be a simplicial E-module, and r ∈ N be a number. Consider the R-homomorphism
Proof. Take an element B ∈ ker
. There is n ∈ N such that the simplicial crew K is generated by a finite collection of n-simplices: g i ∈ K n , i ∈ I. We have the E-homomorphism h : (
n be the projection. Take J ⊆ I with |J| r. By Lemma 7.1, it suffices to verify that (p J ) R (h R (B)) = 0.
Choose a function t : J → {1, . . . , r} and a simplex k = (k 1 , . . . , k r ) ∈ K r n such that k t(i) = g i , i ∈ J. We have the E-homomorphism U 
Lemma. Let K be a compact simplicial crew, W be a simplicial crew, and f : |K| → |W | be a map. Then there exist a compact simplicial crew L, an isotypy e : L → K, and a simplicial archism g :
For simplicial crews L and T , the geometrical realization
8.2. Lemma. Let K be a compact simplicial crew, T be a simplicial crew, and r ∈ N be a number. Then, for any A ∈ ker |K| |T | µ r , there exist a compact simplicial crew L, an isotypy e : L → K, and an element B ∈ ker
where m ∈ N, v i ∈ R, and a i ∈ |T | |K| . For x ∈ |K|, define an equivalence (relation) c(x) on the set I = {1, . . . , m}: c(x) = { (i, j) :
We call an equivalence on I neutral if
for all its classes J ⊆ I. We show that for any h 1 , . . . , h r ∈ E the equivalence h = h 1 ∩ . . . ∩ h r is neutral. For each s = 1, . . . , r, there is a point x s ∈ |K| such that h s = c(x s ). Put x = (x 1 , . . . , x r ) ∈ |K| r . In C 0 (|T | r ), we have
It follows that h is neutral because
For each equivalence h on I, there is the corresponding simplicial subcrew
We have the maps a = (a 1 , . . . , a m ) :
is the canonical bijective map. For x ∈ |K|, we haveã(x) ∈ |V (c(x))|. Therefore imã ⊆ |W |. Using Lemma 8.1, we find a compact simplicial crew L, an isotypy e : L → K, and a simplicial archism
We have
Therefore, the function i → b i (k s ) is subordinate to (i. e. constant on the classes of) the equivalence h s . Since b
Since h is neutral, we get 
Proof. There are homotopy euivalences k : X →X and h :Ỹ → Y . We have the commutative diagram of R-modules and R-homomorphisms:
where the vertical arrows are induced by k and h. Since H 0 (h k ) is an isomorphism, we get the implication ⇒. The implication ⇐ is analogous.
Let p be a prime. Assume R = Z p .
9.2. Let X be a compact CW-complex and Y be a connected CW-complex of finite height with p-finite homotopy groups. Then, for any sufficiently large r ∈ N, we have ker
Proof. By Lemma 6.1, for some s ∈ N, there are a gradual simplicial crew T with |T | ≃ Y , a gradual simplicial Z p -module U , and an s-harmonic cofibration d : T → U . We have X ≃ |K| for some compact simplicial crew K. Obviously,
Take r st. We show that ker
This will suffice by Lemma 9.1. Take an element A ∈ ker |K| |T | µ r . We show that A ∈ ker |K| |T | ν. By Lemma 8.2, there are a compact simplicial crew L, an isotypy e : L → K, and an element B ∈ ker
. Since |e| is a homotopy equivalence, H 0 (|T | |e| ) is an isomorphism. Therefore it suffices to show that
Let a simplicial crew M be the (reduced) cylinder of e. We have the homotopy commutative diagram
where i and j are the canonical cofibrations. By the definition of a cylinder, i is an isotypy. Since e is an isotypy, j is an isotypy too. Since d is s-harmonic, there is the commutative diagram
where x is a simplicial archism and y is an s-gentle quasisimplicial archism. We have the commutative diagram of Z p -homomorphisms: 
Since B 2 = 0, we get L T ν(B) = 0. Consider the filtration of the complex C * (Y X ) formed by the kernels of the Z p -homomorphisms
where i q are the obvious isomorphisms. Does this filtration converge?
Properties of finite-degree invariants Put E = {0, 1} ⊆ Z. For e = (e 1 , . . . , e n ) ∈ E n , put |e| = e 1 + . . . + e n . Cosider a wedge of spaces
the identity if e k = 1, and the constant map otherwise.
12.1. Lemma. Let X and Y be spaces, V be an abelian group, f : [X, Y ] → V be an invariant of degree at most r ∈ N, W = T 1 ∨ . . . ∨ T r+1 be a wedge of spaces, and k : X → W and h : W → Y be maps. Then
Proof. Consider the invariantf :
. We show that
By Lemma 10.1, Degf r, i. e. there is a homomorphism l :
Therefore it suffices to show that
Take a point w = (w 1 , . . . , w r ) ∈ W r . There is s ∈ {1, . . . , r + 1} such that {w 1 , . . . , w r } ∩ T s ⊆ {basepoint}. The point (M W e ) r (w) ∈ W r does not depend on the sth component of e.
Maps S n → Y . In this subsection, we use multiplicative notation for homotopy groups.
12.2. Lemma. Let n 1 be a number, Y be a space, V be an abelian group, and f : π n (Y ) → V be an invariant of degree at most r ∈ N. Then f is r-gentle.
Proof. Take elements u 1 , . . . , u r+1 ∈ π n (Y ). We show that + f ((1−⌊u 1 ⌋) . . . We denote the Whitehead product by the sign * . Assume r! | q. If e ′ = (0, . . . , 0), the inner sum vanishes because then |e ′ | | q and, consequently, the class v(|e ′ |, e ′′ q) does not depend on e ′′ . We get f (v(0, 0)) − f (v(0, q)) = 0, i. e. f (u(q)) = f (u(0)).
Proof of 1.6. Assume Deg f r ∈ N. Take q ∈ Z. As in the proof of 1.5, we get If e ′ = (0, . . . , 0), the classv(|e ′ |, e ′′ q) does not depend on e ′′ . As in the proof of 1.5, we get f (ū(q)) = f (ū(0)).
Proof of 1.7. Assume Deg f r ∈ N. Consider the invariantf :
. By Lemma 10.1, Degf r. By Lemma 12.2,f is gentle. Consider the function F : Z → Q, q → f (u(q)). We have F (q) =f (qj). Therefore F is gentle, i. e., by Lemma 3.11, is given by a polynomial. By 1.5, F (q) = F (0) if r! | q. It follows that F is constant.
